SensusAccess LTI
SensusAccess aims to empower students with disabilities, promote
independence and self-sufficiency, and support inclusive education. The
SensusAccess LTI makes alternate media conversion directly available from
within the learning management system or virtual learning environment.
Enabling people with disabilities to easily convert
documents into alternate and more accessible
formats, whenever and wherever these are
needed, is the core mission of SensusAccess.
While educational material such as text books,
journal articles, links to optional readings, lecture
notes, presentations, hand-outs, exercises and
assignments come from many different sources,
the learning management system (LMS) or virtual
learning environment (VLE) is an important repository for many formal learning resources.
The traditional web interface to SensusAccess
enables students and others with a need for
alternate formats and accessible documents to
convert material irrespective of the source. The
SensusAccess LTI makes document conversion of
course material into audio books, Braille, digital

large-print, e-books and other accessible formats
available directly from within the course sections
of the LMS/VLE. Converted documents can be
downloaded directly or delivered to the
registered campus email address of the user.
The SensusAccess LTI is implemented in accordance with the LTI standard created by the IMS
Global Learning Consortium. It is easy to set up
and offers a safe and secure integration between
SensusAccess and popular LMSs/VLEs with twoway authentication.
The SensusAccess LTI is an add-on to
SensusAccess and requires a current
SensusAccess subscription. Contact a
SensusAccess representative to learn more or
visit http://lti.sensusaccess.com

SensusAccess and the SensusAccess
LTI are powered by the award-winning RoboBraille® service.
SensusAccess and the SensusAccess
LTI are developed by Sensus ApS, a
research-based consultancy organization with more than 30 years of
experience in digital accessibility
and inclusion technology. Based in
Denmark, Sensus ApS is also the
developer of the RoboBraille® service.
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